
General K’rust says: 
		Continue Pharaoh Mission: 
   "Fallen From Grace"

TO Calma says:
		 ::wakes up and mutters 'Please tell me we're home...'::

CEO Starks says: 
		:: entering forward airlock from Starbase::

CEO Starks says:
		 ::taping a padd::

SO Ikari says: 
		::walking out of the SCI lab:: *CEO*: Jimmy, where are you?  I've got some specs 
for that virus plan.

TO Calma says: 
		::jumps from his bunk and moves to the Bridge::

CEO Starks says:
		 *SO* just getting back from the station I'll meet you in main engineering

EO Walde says: 
		::In engineering working::

CEO Starks says: 
		*XO* Commander We've finished installing the shields emitters in the base best 
we could do on short notice

FCO Telik says: 
		::on bridge at his station devising some new attack and evasive maneuvers::

SO Ikari says: 
		*CEO*: On my way.

XO Fowler says:
		 *CEO*: Good work Jimmy

General K’rust says: 
		ACTION: Several Borg cubes are detected on long-range sensors. 

XO Fowler says: 
		::On the bridge in the 'Big Chair'::

CEO Starks says: 
		:: enter main engineering hands Padd to crewman Lantz::

TO Calma says: 
		::walks onto bridge and notices someone at the conn:: Mutters: I've gotta stop 
sleeping in and missing duty..

CEO Starks says:
		 EO: how's the ship Walde?

TO Calma says: 
		::takes Tactical station::

EO Walde says:
		 CO: Still working sir.

SO Ikari says:
::arrives in ME and hands Jimmy a PADD:: CEO: We need to be quick about this.

TO Calma says:
		 ::sees something on LRS:: Whoa. XO: Several Borg cubes are on long-range, 
ma'am.

CEO Starks says:
		 ::takes padd:: EO: that what we pay you for  ::smiles and turns to Shinji::

XO Fowler says: 
		TO: Heading?

General K’rust says: 
		ACTION: ten Borg cubes close on the Federation/ Klingon fleet

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: whoa this is a nasty program you got here Ike

Captain Von Krieg says: 
		COM: Pharaoh: We're deploying the fleet.  This is our chance to break 
through or break down.  There are no other choices.

General K’rust says: 
		*COM* Fleet: all ships moving to position....

TO Calma says: 
		XO: Ten coming in, straight for us.

CEO Starks says:
		 SO: Okay, I think this can be buried deep enough in the recognition protocols 
that it’ll make it through. But is the transceiver working?

XO Fowler says: 
		*COM*: VK: Then lets do this right the first time TO: Sound red alert

TO Calma says:
		 ::activate Red Alert::

CEO Starks says: 
		:: hears Red alert::

CEO Starks says: 
		ALL: party time people take battle stations!

FCO Telik says: 
		ALL: Here we go!

TO Calma says: 
		::taps a macro command and his blade materializes at his feet::

CEO Starks says:
		 EO: Emma take the Bridge Engineering station I'll be here with Lt. Ikari

EO Walde says: 
		CO: Yes sir.

EO Walde says:
		 ::Goes to the bridge::

TO Calma says:
		 ::pulls up his quantum cannon torpedo configuration again:: Self: Worked well 
before. Let's see what they think of this.

TO Calma says:
		 XO: The cubes will be here in about ten minutes, ma'am.

FCO Telik says: 
		XO: Should I match course and speed of the fleet sir?

CEO Starks says: 
		:: walks to LCARS terminal in back of engine room and takes a seat:: SO: Shinji 
what's the status of the transceiver?

EO Walde says:
		 ::Takes Engineering station on bridge::

Captain Von Krieg says: 
		<Borg>COM:Fleet:We are the Borg. Prepare to be assimilated.  Your 
biological and technological distinctiveness will be added to our own.  Resistance is futile.

XO Fowler says:
		 FCO: Yes. For now

General K’rust says: 
		ACTION: as Captain Terrance inspects engineering he stubs his toe and 
falls into the pit, rendering him unconscious

XO Fowler says:
		 TO: Get the torpedoes ready

FCO Telik says:
		 XO: Aye sir. Matching course and speed now.

TO Calma says: 
		XO: Aye sir. ::prepares all weapons::

CEO Starks says: 
		:: see the captain fall::

TO Calma says: 
		::chuckles to himself and thinks 'I wonder what they'll do when they get to my 
blood...'::

CEO Starks says: 
		*COM* medical team to engineering

Captain Pierce says:
		 ::sits aboard the USS Hawkeye at read alert::

SO Ikari says: 
		CEO: It just needs to have some replicated pieces added on to it.  I'm hoping to 
match the Borg's 'life-sign' code

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Tries to raise the CO by Comm:: *COM*: Captian to the bridge

Captain Pierce says: 
		@::marvels at the number of cubes approaching::

Captain Von Krieg says:
		@<Stalwart>::looks incredibly old and tired as he sits in the hard chair::

CEO Starks says: 
		*XO* Commander the captain has been taken to sickbay he's unconscious 

CEO Starks says:
		 *XO* looks like it's you call commander

Captain Pierce says: 
		@::barks out orders to his crew::

General K’rust says: 
		ACTION: more Klingon ships arrive, the combined fleets equal 100 ships or 
more...

XO Fowler says: 
		*CEO*: Make sure he gets to Sick Bay, Jimmy ::Thinks that this is starting out 
good::

CEO Starks says: 
		::turns away from terminal:: SO: okay I've got this program buried as deep as I 
can all we need to do now is stamp and deliver it

CEO Starks says: 
		::hands a padd to SO::

SO Ikari says: 
		CEO: Thanks a ton Jimmy, I'll take it to Nancy.  ::Heads to the TL::

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: who knows how much damage it'll do once it gets to them. but we need any 
help we can get.

Captain Von Krieg says:
		 COM: Fleet: All vessels, prepare for possible boarding parties.  Take any 
means necessary to secure your ships. The future of our species will be determined today.

CEO Starks says: 
		ALL: okay people! we get one shot at this if we loose shields we're boarded and 
as good as DEAD! so keep the modulations fast and furious!

AndziBorg says:
		 @ <Borg>COM:Fleet: We are the Borg. Prepare to be assimilated. Your 
technological and biological and distinctiveness will be added to our own. Resistance is Futile!!!

TO Calma says:
		 ::starts everything modulating::

XO Fowler says: 
		TO: Put me on ship wide comm

CEO Starks says: 
		*TO* Lt. my boys will keep the shields going as long as we can

Captain Pierce says: 
		@::swears under his breath at the spooky Borg voice::

General K’rust says: 
		ACTION: the Borg closes with the Klingon lead ships.

TO Calma says: 
		*CEO* Well, I think I've increased the band of frequencies. We've got longer, and 
it jumps randomly. Just remind me never to try focussing the shields now.

Captain Braun says:
		 $<Huron> :: The crew remain quiet, their eyes darting about nervously ::

TO Calma says: 
		XO: They're closing in on the Klingons.

Captain Pierce says: 
		::watches the first Klingon ships take to the cubes::

CNS King says: 
		All: Is the CO onboard this ship?

CEO Starks says: 
		*TO* acknowledged

XO Fowler says: 
		ALL: We are ready to engage the Borg. If you have a weapon such as a blade 
wear it and use it if need be. Now lets get busy.

CEO Starks says: 
		::hears XO over com::

TO Calma says: 
		::ducks behind his console and grabs his blade and his 5 daggers::

CEO Starks says: 
		ALL: your heard the lady folks smoke 'em if you got 'em!

General K’rust says: 
		ACTION: phasers and pulse energy weapons light space with a cheery 
Glow.

CNS King says: 
		XO: Who is the CO?

Captain Von Krieg says:
		 ACTION: A B'rel BOP ventures too close to a cube.  It is seized in a tractor 
beam and methodically dissected.

FCO Telik says:
		 ::puts on his seat belt, this is going to be a bumpy ride::

XO Fowler says: 
		TO: Try to track them as best you can

Captain Pierce says: 
		@::prays that Valhalla is real::

CEO Starks says: 
		Crewman: Gregory get me some security down here with phaser rifles they won't 
get the engine pit with out a fight.

AndziBorg says:
		 @::takes prisoners from ship::

TO Calma says:
		 XO: Aye, sir! ::tries to enhance the SRS very quickly::

CEO Starks says: 
		:: goes to weapons locker and checks frequency on phaser and stows it in belt 
holster::

CNS King says:
		 ALL: Who is in command of this ship?

FCO Telik says: 
		CNS: The XO is in command of this ship.

TO Calma says: 
		*SHIP* If you're using phaser rifles, be sure to use a randomized frequency. As 
soon as their forcefields start working, notify everyone, and just hit the drones with the butts of the rifles.

Captain Pierce says: 
		@::swings the Hawkeye into firing range::

CNS King says: 
		FCO: Where is the CO?

Captain Von Krieg says: 
Com: General K'rust: The Flank! The Flank! We're losing the flank...pull them around......

General K’rust says: 
		ACTION: half of the Klingon advanced forces are destroyed

SO Ikari says:
		 ::arrives on bridge:: XO: Commander, I've got it!  ::Hands her the PADD::

TO Calma says: 
		XO: The Klingons ships are being destroyed. And very quickly.

General K’rust says: 
		COM: Stalwart: moving into position Captain!

FCO Telik says: 
		CNS: He is in sick bay, he suffered a concussion while in Engineering. Now sit 
down and brace yourself for a fight!

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Takes PADD from Ike and reads it quickly:: SO: Ike this looks very promising 
::Smiles at him::

Captain Pierce says: 
		@::watches his ship unload into the cube::

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: I think it could very well work.  Just gotta well, turn it on.

XO Fowler says: 
		::Sees The FOC and the CNS talking::

XO Fowler says: 
		SO: Now we just have to deliver this to them

FCO Telik says: 
		XO: Awaiting your orders on attack sir.

Captain Von Krieg says:
		 Action: Stalwart moves into position against a cube.  The battered Akira-
class spews out a volley of quantum torpedoes.

CEO Starks says: 
		:: yelling more orders in main engineering::

General K’rust says: 
		ACTION: the combined fleets push into the Borg assault, 2 cubes are 
critically damaged and explode

TO Calma says:
		::sets up a shield pocket within the main shields, and focuses it full-front for the 
run::

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: Deliver?  It's my hope that they'll take it out of our hands.

XO Fowler says: 
		SO: Ike get me a way to deliver that

Captain Pierce says:
		 @::laughs darkly as the cubes explode::

CEO Starks says: 
		::watching battle on a monitor and see the cubes take a beating:: all: all right!!! 
one for the home team!!!

TO Calma says: 
		XO: We shouldn't have any problems with weapons fire when we run at them. 
We've got a shield pocket to double up the fore shields.

Captain Braun says: 
		$:: the Huron takes a flanking position off the Stalwart's starboard side ::

XO Fowler says: 
		::Moves over to the FCO and brings up a combination of Braun and Terrance 
Flight plan:: FCO: We need to get in there. If all else fails use this plan.

SO Ikari says: 
		::run down to the SCI lab and enters the specs into the transceiver::

FCO Telik says: 
		XO: Aye sir! ::enthusiastic:: Initiating Braun flight plan.

TO Calma says:
		 ::ties the shield pocket into SRS to make sure the focus is always pointed toward 
		cubes and not empty space::

SO Ikari says: 
		*XO*: Here goes nothing, I'm activating the transceiver.

XO Fowler says: 
		TO: Fire at will, we need to get close enough for our plan to work

TO Calma says:
		 XO: Aye sir. ::launches a volley of torpedoes for starters::

General K’rust says: 
		ACTION: Two Borg cubes lock onto the Pharaoh, and drop it's shields. 
thirty or more Drone beam aboard

FCO Telik says:
		 ::punches buttons on his console to send the ship on another amazing pattern of 
dives, spins, and jukes:: Thinks: Thank goodness for the IDF!

SO Ikari says: 
		::activates the Borg subspace transceiver::

Captain Pierce says:
		 @::skirts his ship dangerously close to a cube, open up all weapons::

TO Calma says:
		*SHIP* We've got Borg!!

XO Fowler says: 
		FCO: Take us in ::Hits button in the armrest:: All: We're going in so hang on

FCO Telik says: 
		::jostles in his chair::

CEO Starks says:
		 :: hears intruder alert klaxon::

CEO Starks says: 
		ALL: seal the room!!!

TO Calma says: 
		::fires the quantum cannon three times, all hitting their targets nicely::

CEO Starks says: 
		::sees 2 Borg materialize in the engine room::

XO Fowler says:
		 TO: Seal the bridge

FCO Telik says: 
		::sees several Borg materialize on the bridge::

EO Walde says: 
		::Unhappy with intruders::

SO Ikari says:
		 ::hears the intruder alert and looks around nervously:: Self: Oh man...

General K’rust says: 
		ACTION: the intruders begin to move towards crew and equipment, 
assimilation tendrils lashing out

TO Calma says: 
		XO: Twice. ::seals the doors, sets up forcefields::

CEO Starks says: 
		::Borg take out one security guard before both are shot by phaser fire::

XO Fowler says: 
		::Draws sword and starts fighting the drone:: ALL: Don't let them get anything!

SO Ikari says: 
		Self: C'mon, c'mon upload!

FCO Telik says:
::wishes he could attack the Borg on the bridge but realizes he needs to keep the ship from running into the Borg cubes::

CEO Starks says: 
		ALL: get the damn shields up now!

TO Calma says: 
		::throws a dagger and a drone's hand is frozen in place::

CNS King says: 
		XO: We should make sure that the CO is safe

CEO Starks says:
		 ::hears banging and cracking from engine room bulkhead doors::

EO Walde says: 
		::Puts shields up

XO Fowler says:
		 FCO: Just keep flying CNS: Good idea you call sick bay and warn them

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: Umm, I'm not too sure if it's working ma'am.

General K’rust says: 
		ACTION: the Borg fleet stops firing, as 3 cubes collide, throwing enemy 
and allied ships for a loop

Captain Von Krieg says: 
		ACTION: The bulkhead door parts slightly

TO Calma says: 
		::begins fighting Borg drones madly, setting the cannons, phasers, and torpedoes 
on auto-fire::

CNS King says: 
		CMO: Borg have boarded the ship. Make sure the CO is protected

CEO Starks says: 
		*bridge* we got drones all over the ship engineering is almost compromised!

FCO Telik says: 
		:: Throws the Pharaoh into a steep climb to avoid hitting a cube.::

CEO Starks says: 
		:: points phaser at bulkhead as the door begins to be ripped apart::

XO Fowler says:
		 *CEO*: We have them here too Jimmy ::Strikes yet another borg::

Captain Pierce says:
		 @::screams to get the ship away from the cubes, wary of what is about to 
happen::

EO Walde says: 
		::Seals off Bridge::

TO Calma says: 
		*CEO* Jimmy, we've got our own problems. | XO: I'll head for Main Engineering, 
they seem to need some help.

EO Walde says:
		 XO: I have sealed the bridge. What else can I do?

Captain Von Krieg says: 
		ACTION: A mechanical device forces its way through the door crack.  It 
waves around sensing the room.

TO Calma says:
		 ::slices a drone from top to bottom::

CEO Starks says: 
		*TO* negative stay there LT!

XO Fowler says: 
		TO: Be careful and try to report back on the condition down there

CEO Starks says: 
		*TO* you'll never make it down here! Secure the bridge!!

General K’rust says: 
		ACTION: another drone moves to attack the TO

XO Fowler says: 
		EO: Fight

SO Ikari says: 
		*XO*: What's the word ma'am? Should I keep the transceiver up?

TO Calma says: 
		*CEO* Jimmy, you're insane, you're gonna die if I don't help! ::punches a console 
and materializes in ME::

CNS King says: 
		:shoots the Borg attacking the TO

XO Fowler says: 
		*CEO*: Jimmy, if anyone can get there its our TO

XO Fowler says: 
		*SO*: Yes Ike. Maybe its taking time to work

CEO Starks says: 
		Engineers: it's up to us boys Gregory you and team A get the modulations up and 
running Lantz you and me will....

TO Calma says: 
		::notices the transport didn't work, so starts fighting his way down::

CEO Starks says: 
		::see TO enter::

CEO Starks says: 
		TO: that was fast...

CEO Starks says: 
		TO: we got Borg coming through that door in seconds

General K’rust says: 
		ACTION: the Drones begin to slow, some look like they are having trouble 
Breathing

EO Walde says: 
		XO: Aye, aye. ::Jumps up and pulls a small folding knife out and cuts a Brogs 
cords::

TO Calma says: 
		::runs down to engineering, beheading drones left and right::

Captain Von Krieg says: 
		ACTION: The counselor's blast drops the drone.

AndziBorg says: 
		@To self: Input Failure!!!

XO Fowler says: 
		::Notices the Drones:: *CEO*: Jimmy, are the drones down there having trouble?

CEO Starks says: 
		:: doors fall into ME and the drones look sick almost::

EO Walde says: 
		::Goes for others::

TO Calma says: 
		::impales two drones as he gets to engineering, seeing the weak drones::

SO Ikari says: 
		*XO*: The transceiver is starting to fail, this could be it!

CEO Starks says:
		 ::over phaser fire:: *XO* aye sir! and our phasers are especially effective!

Captain Von Krieg says: 
		ACTION: A drone shoves its head and torso through the door.

General K’rust says: 
		ACTION: the three remaining cubes sit, inert and lifeless

XO Fowler says: 
		*CEO*: Then use the phasers and take them out

CEO Starks says: 
		:: fires phaser at the Sickly drones

Captain Von Krieg says: 
		<Borg>CEO::with a glassy stare:: Prepar.....................

Captain Pierce says: 
		@::heads towards the cubes::

XO Fowler says: 
		::Cuts into one drone and goes after another::

EO Walde says: 
		XO: Sir, the cubes have stopped.

AndziBorg says: 
		@::on Starfleet vessel::

CEO Starks says:
		 :: looks at Borg with a curl in my lip::

TO Calma says: 
		::brings his chopped blade down on a drone's skull::

CEO Starks says: 
		::fires phaser at point blank to see the drone almost complaetly vaporize

CEO Starks says: 
		::looks around::

Captain Pierce says: 
		@::orders weapons open fire, maximum damage::

AndziBorg says: 
		aaaaaahhhhhhhhhh!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Input Failure!!!!! ::dematerializes::

XO Fowler says: 
		EO: Good. Maybe it worked after all. Check the comm. See what the battles 
Doing

CEO Starks says: 
		Self: .....Shinji you beautiful man you did it!

TO Calma says: 
		::pulls the blade out as the drone disappears:: CEO: Jeez, Jimmy, you coulda 
killed me!

SO Ikari says: 
		::running around the lab, checking the sensor array:: *XO*: Looks like the Borg 
systems are failing ma'am!

FCO Telik says:
		 ::pilots the Pharaoh to a safe distance from the Borg cubes::

CEO Starks says: 
		TO: ::smiles:: but I didn't that's the important part

Captain Von Krieg says: 
		COM: Fleet: All vessels, concentrate fire on the cubes energy centers.

TO Calma says: 
		::rolls into the room to fight more drones::

XO Fowler says: 
		*SO*: Good work Ike! You did it.

TO Calma says: 
		CEO: Yes, it is.

EO Walde says:
		 ::Checks status of systems::

Captain Braun says: 
		$:: the Huron moves in closer, seeing the lifeless cubes as a sign of vulnerability 
::

Captain Pierce says: 
		@::obeys orders, fires on energy centers::

FCO Telik says: 
		XO: Sir, the Borg vessels appear to be breaking off their attack. What are your 
orders?

SO Ikari says: 
		*XO*: Well, be sure to thank the rest of the crew for keeping me alive.  ::smirks::

AndziBorg says:
		 ::is dead::

General K’rust says: 
		*COM* Fleet: it looks like we have succeeded! move away and re-group!... 
Qa’pla!

XO Fowler says: 
		::Checks the last drone for life:: FCO: Take us in

SO Ikari says: 
		::runs to TL:: Bridge.

CEO Starks says: 
		:: steps over dead drones::

XO Fowler says: 
		::Moves over to the CTO station:: ALL: Let’s help finish this

TO Calma says: 
		*BRIDGE* somebody up there, use the quantum cannon! Quick, it'll be a huge 
explosion!

CEO Starks says: 
		ALL: okay round one US!

Captain Braun says: 
		$:: the Huron breaks off and enters in formation with the fleet ::

Captain Pierce says: 
		@::regroups with fleet::

FCO Telik says: 
		XO: Aye sir ::sets a course for an attack vector on the nearest Borg cube.::

General K’rust says: 
		ACTION: the remaining cubes succumb to withering fire of the fleet

XO Fowler says: 
		FCO: You heard the General

Captain Von Krieg says:
		 *COM* Pharaoh: Well done, Pharaoh....well done.

SO Ikari says: 
		::arrives on bridge:: XO: So it worked?

XO Fowler says: 
		::Sees Ike come onto the bridge:: SO: Yes. It worked

CEO Starks says: 
		*XO* Bridge damage is minimal engineering is secure

SO Ikari says: 
		::sighs deeply and rubs his eyes::

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: Now we just gotta get home.  ::smiles::

XO Fowler says:
		 *CEO*: Good work Jimmy. Take any drone bodies to the CMO. He can do 
autopsies on them

General K’rust says: 
		*COM* Fleet: I have received reports from other resistance groups, Borg 
are failing throughout the quadrant!

CEO Starks says: 
		Crewmen: Lantz, Gregory get these things off my Engine room floor!

SO Ikari says:
		 XO: Wow!  It REALLY worked!

TO Calma says: 
		*XO* Permission to desecrate a Borg body?

XO Fowler says: 
		::Puts her hand on his shoulder:: SO: We will get home Ike. With you working on 
it, I'm sure we will

General K’rust says: 
		*COM* Pharaoh/Stalwart: we are saved, however our victory is bittersweet... 
report to 71 and let's get you home.

XO Fowler says: 
		*TO* Maybe after the Dr is done with them

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: Thanks for the confidence ma'am.  ::sits down at SCI I::

CEO Starks says: 
		*XO* even better news from Sickbay crewmen that the drones attempted to 
assimilate seems to be showing no sign of active Borg nano-probes

TO Calma says: 
		*XO* Alright. I had no idea as to how we can make some interesting little tools 
out of them.

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Sighs:: *CEO* Now that is really good news, Jimmy

Captain Von Krieg says: 
		*COM* General K’rust: Acknowledged.

SO Ikari says:
		 *CEO*: Jimmy, you ok?

CEO Starks says: 
		*SO* Shinji I could hug you right now!

XO Fowler says: 
		*COM * General K’rust: We're right behind you General

CEO Starks says: 
		*SO* we have some bruises down here but we're Okay

SO Ikari says:
		 *CEO*: Glad to hear it buddy.  Your virus did it!

XO Fowler says:
		 FCO: You heard the man. Lets get back to the Star base

Captain Von Krieg says: 
*COM* Huron: Captain Braun, I'm glad you and your crew survived.  I have a feeling we'll meet again.

TO Calma says: 
		::realizes his uniform's covered in strangely black blood:: CEO: Hey Jimmy, I'd 
better get this stuff off me eh?

FCO Telik says: 
		XO: Aye sir, that's what I was waiting for. ::plots a course back to the Starbase::

CEO Starks says: 
		*SO* hey it was your plan I just helped a little

CEO Starks says: 
		*TO* ::laughs :: yeah  That would be in  order mister

SO Ikari says:
		 *CEO*: Heh, we'll argue about it later then.

CEO Starks says:
		 *SO* your on! I'm buyin'

Captain Braun says:
		 *COM* Stalwart:  It was a pleasure fighting by your side, Captain Von Krieg... I 
will look forward to the day we meet again...

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Notices the good feelings on the Bridge::

TO Calma says: 
		CEO: I'd hate to have my uniform assimilated! ::laughs as he heads to the 
laundry chute in his cabin:: | XO: I'll be on the bridge momentarily, I'm just cleaning up.

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: Everything seems to in order to get us back.

CEO Starks says: 
		::leans up against bulkhead and unzips uniform jacket::

XO Fowler says: 
		*TO*: Good. Don't take too long

General K’rust says: 
		*COM* Pharaoh\Stalwart: I understand you have a plan to get home. Thank 
		you for your assistance, we have much to do, but our universe is grateful

CEO Starks says:
		::let's out a deep breath and wispers ::

CEO Starks says:
		 self: that one's for you Dad

CEO Starks says: 
		:: gets back to work with damage control teams

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: It should just be a matter of time for finding that matching subspace 
variance.

TO Calma says: 
		*XO* I won't, I'm just getting some Borg blood off my uniform.. I don't think 
Captain Terrance would be too happy if he saw me like this...

TO Calma says:
		 ::returns to cabin and peels off uniform to replicate a new one::

XO Fowler says:
		 *Ship-wide Comm: Good job everyone. 

TO Calma says:
		 ::looks at blade and makes a mental note to get Jimmy to take a look at it::

XO Fowler says: 
		SO: That shouldn't be too hard Ike

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: Let's hope not anyway.

Captain Von Krieg says: 
		COM: Fowler: Commander, we've configured our warp drive to the 
specifications you provided.  Looks like it will take the power of both our ships to punch back home.

TO Calma says:
		 ::wades through Borg bodies to the Bridge, wielding only four daggers::

SO Ikari says:
		 XO: I've got it on sensors ma'am.  Now all we need to do is tractor up with the 
Stalwart and blast it with those chronotons

TO Calma says: 
		::returns to the bridge and notices a Borg corpse with his hand stuck in the air::

XO Fowler says: 
		Com: Von Krieg: Thats what we figured. That way we'll both be sure to get back

TO Calma says: 
		D'oh right! ::goes over to the wall, grabs his dagger and the arm crumples::

TO Calma says:
		 ::laughs:: Self: Gotta love that effect.

XO Fowler says: 
		SO: Send it over to the Stalwart, Ike

General K’rust says: 
		::orders his ship cloaked and sets course for Star base 71::

EO Walde says: 
		TO: I hope he didn't have a question.

SO Ikari says:
		 ::sends the info to the Stalwart:: XO: On your order ma'am.  Take us home.  
::smiles::

TO Calma says: 
		EO: Couldn't have been too important, he seems to have had it there for a while. 
::laughs:

XO Fowler says: 
		COM: Stalwart: Captian, are you ready?

EO Walde says: 
		TO: This is true!

TO Calma says: 
		::chuckles:: EO: I never knew you were such a joker! Then again.. I barely even 
know you, period.

Captain Von Krieg says: 
		COM: Fowler: I'm sorry to have dragged you onto this.  But, we'd never 
make it home without you.  Qa'pla!

XO Fowler says: 
		SO: Tie in to the FCO station

CEO Starks says: 
		*XO* warp engines at 100% sir

XO Fowler says: 
		COM: VK: Lets get home and then you owe me one at the Exile Cafe, sir

EO Walde says: 
		TO: I am a women of many hidden talents.

TO Calma says:
		 EO: Ooh, I may have to discover them some time.. ::winks::

EO Walde says: 
		TO: Maybe.

XO Fowler says: 
		SO: Take us home Ike

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: The FCO station has it.  I'm activating the modified deflector beam...

XO Fowler says: 
		FCO: No offense Telik

TO Calma says:
		 ::makes a note to talk to Ms. Walde at the Cafe some time::

CEO Starks says: 
		Crewmen: hang on boys 'an girls we goin' for a ride!

Captain Von Krieg says: 
		ACTION: Both the Pharaoh and the Stalwart lock together. A dull thud is 
heard in each ship.

 Transport Captain  says: 
		ACTION: a rift in sub space opens before the two ships. they glide 
smoothly in

XO Fowler says: 
		FCO: Tell all hands to prepare for the trip home, please

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: Now I can't promise this will be smooth.

FCO Telik says: 
		XO: No offense taken.

XO Fowler says: 
		SO: Just get us home Ike ::Smiles at him::

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: I'm reading extreme temporal energy on internal sensors.

FCO Telik says: 
		SHIPWIDE: All hands brace for our trip home. It could get bumpy. Any 
complaints as to the ride should be directed to SO Ikari. Thank you for your cooperation.

Captain Von Krieg says: 
		ACTION: Alarms go off on the Stalwart.

SO Ikari says: 
		::Flies the two ships into the rift::

XO Fowler says: 
		*CEO*: Jimmy, do you read that energy?

TO Calma says:
		 ::laughs and wonders if the EO has anything to brace with.. then remembers the 
last time he heard 'brace for impact'::

 Transport Captain  says: 
		ACTION: after a few Rough bumps, the two ships find themselves in the Sol 
system. communications are alive with normal Federation traffic

SO Ikari says:
		 ::sighs:: XO: And we're through...

XO Fowler says: 
		FCO: Telik, check for comm traffic

TO Calma says: 
		::notices himself through and conscious:: Yeah!

 Transport Captain  says:
		:: startled as to Federation ships appear from nowhere::

FCO Telik says: 
		XO: I am reading our position as the exact same position when we were thrown 
into the other universe.

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: LRS put us in the Sol system.

TO Calma says: 
		SO: Well thank Elbereth.. err.. God for that one..

XO Fowler says: 
		::Releases the breath she didn't know she was holding:: SO: Great job Ike

FCO Telik says:
		 XO: Comm traffic reads as Federation, sir.

 Transport Captain  says: 
		*com* Stalwart: Captain? you were reported lost!?

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: ::laughs:: You think SF will finally give us all a vacation now?

XO Fowler says:
		 ::laughs along with Ike:: SO: We can only hope

Captain Von Krieg says: 
		*COM* Transport: ::wearily::....but now we're found......

TO Calma says:
		 SO: They'd better.

TO Calma says: 
		*COM* Stalwart: I see the reports of our deaths have been grossly exaggerated..

CEO Starks says: 
		Crewmen: alright Lantz run a system check across the board

 Transport Captain  says: 
		*COM*: Pharaoh: We have new crew  aboard for you. Can you beam them 
over?

XO Fowler says: 
		FCO: Call the Stalwart and see how they fared. And then everyone should run 
checks on their stations

SO Ikari says:
		 XO: I already know where'd I'd go.  Home... to kiss the earth.  ::smiles and turns 
back to the sensors::

TO Calma says:
		 ::checks over all tactical systems::

XO Fowler says: 
		*COM* Transport: Yes, Beam them aboard. And thanks

 Transport Captain  says:
		 ACTION: strange readings from the engines on the Pharaoh show on all 
Consoles

CEO Starks says:
		 *Bridge* all engine systems report within tolerable parameters

FCO Telik says: 
		XO: Aye sir. COM: STALWART: Stalwart this is the Pharaoh. Request an update 
on your condition.

CEO Starks says:
		 *bridge* scratch that...something’s up here

TO Calma says:
		 *CEO* You sure about that? ::makes the CEO's console high-light the engine 
systems::

EO Walde says:
		 ::Sees readings:: XO: The Engines are acting funny.

XO Fowler says: 
		*CEO*: What's wrong Jimmy?

CEO Starks says: 
		*XO* hold on commander

XO Fowler says: 
		::Moves over to the EO:: EO: Emma?

CEO Starks says: 
		::looks puzzled :: Lantz: what the hell is going on here?

EO Walde says:
		 XO: I don't know what’s wrong,

Captain Von Krieg says: 
		COM: Fowler: ::looks concerned:: Nancy, our sensors are going 
crazy... chronometric energy.....

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Receives a message that the two new crew are on board::

TO Calma says: 
		XO: At least it doesn't seem to be, that's all I'm saying..

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: Internal sensors still show that temporal energy.

XO Fowler says: 
		COM: VK: We have that problem too, sir

CEO Starks says: 
		*XO* I can't explain it sir. we've got a residual energy within the warp core

TO Calma says:
		 ::wonders if he still knows anything about engineering the way old Scotty taught 
him::

CEO Starks says: 
		*XO* could be some kinda Temporal energy backup. we're running a level 1 
diagnostic

XO Fowler says:
		 *CEO*: Jimmy, can you handle it?

CEO Starks says: 
		*XO* we'll let you know as soon as we can figure this out commander

Captain Von Krieg says:
		 COM: Fowler: ::lights are going down on the ship:: We're having massive 
system failures!  Going to secondary systems!

XO Fowler says:
		 *CEO*: Ok Jimmy

 Transport Captain  says: 
		******* END MISSION********















 






